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[Pol95, Sha00, SD98]. Journey
[Kid99d, Sin09]. JSTOR [Sha00]. July
[Hus97]. Jumping [Dow04]. Junction
[Yoo05]. just [Van95].

Kangxi [Ano92d]. Kanji [HIIT05]. Kare
[Han18]. Karl [Roj04a]. Katapayadi
[Ram97]. Kay [Bar07]. Kelly [RAG+04].
Ken [Ano17y, Win03]. Kennedy [Ano17y].
Key [Hei11, Hen10, Par15, Roe08].
Key-Driven [Hen10, Roe08]. Key-Set
[Hei11]. Keystone [McC02]. Kidwell
[Ano00b]. Kiesler [RAG+04]. Kilburn
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[Kir99, Wyv98]. Kings [Lee95e]. Kissinger
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[CO12]. Lautenberg [Hai04b]. Law
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